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Abstract
This paper describes the Total-Divide-Total automic speaker
verification and anti-spoofing integrated systems submitted to
the Spoofing-Aware Speaker Verification (SASV) challenge.
Shallow features in pretrained automatic speaker verification
(ASV) systems were shown can be used for logical access
spoofing speech detection. Based on the correlation between
anti-spoofing and speaker verification, a SASV system with a
Total-Divide-Total structure was proposed. Features were first
extracted from the pretrained ASV system provided by the baseline. Then, the anti-spoofing system was trained as a branch.
Finally the integrated scoring module of the two embeddings
were trained based on score matrix operation. Submitted systems achieved EER of 3.07% on the development part of the
Challenge dataset and 4.30% on the evaluation part. Performance improvements over the baseline system were obtained
by adding only a few parameters to the baseline ASV system.
Index Terms: speaker verification, anti-spoofing, synthetic
speech detection, SASV challenge

1. Introduction
As a type of biometric technology, automatic speaker verification (ASV) [1] has made significant progress in recent years.
From early algorithms based on statistical machine learning
[2, 3, 4] to today’s deep learning algorithms [5, 6, 7], ASV systems with increasingly low equal error rates (EERs) are gradually being used in practice. However, a variety of spoofing
attacks against ASV systems, including impersonation, replay,
text-to-speech (TTS) and voice conversion (VC). These spoofing attacks can cause serious performance degradation of ASV
systems [8].
To protect ASV systems from spoofing attacks, the biennial ASVspoof challenges were successfully held from 2015 to
2021 [9, 10, 11, 12]. Based on the datasets provided by the
challenges, a large number of countermeasure (CM) systems
with good performance for TTS and VC had emerged [13, 14,
15, 16]. Even in complex scenarios such as cross-channel, the
CM systems could still achieve good results [17, 18, 19]. But
these CM systems were built independently of ASV systems
and were only aimed at spoofing attacks, not in conjunction with
ASV systems. Although the challenges provided the tandem
detection cost function (min t-DCF) [20] metric to simulate and
evaluate the performance of CM systems in tandem with ASV
systems, the metric still had significant limitations, as the ASV
system was fixed. Few attempts have been made to jointly optimize ASV systems with CM systems. Therefore, it is of great
significance to study the ASV system with anti-spoofing capability simultaneously.
The Spoofing-Aware Speaker Verification (SASV) challenge [21] was held as a special session of INTERSPEECH2022, which is expected to further promote research

on ASV and CM integrated systems. In the SASV challenge,
only logical access (LA), i.e., TTS and VC spoofing attacks,
are considered. The Data for the SASV system is divided into
three categories: bona-fide speech belonging to the target person, bona-fide speech of the non-target person, and spoofing attack speech. Only the bona-fide speech belonging to the target
speaker was considered as positive samples.
In this paper, the HCCL Total-Divide-Total automic
speaker verification and anti-spoofing integrated system was
proposed. The shallow features in pretrained ASV systems were
shown can be used for LA spoofing speech detection. This shallow feature is used in the subsequent dual-branch network for
speaker verification (SV) and spoofing speech detection, respectively. The two embedded vectors obtained from each of the two
branches were fed into an integrated scoring module to obtain
the SASV score. The integrated scoring module included score
matrix operation or convolution-based scoring module.

2. Method
The submitted systems were all based on the pretrained
ECAPA-TDNN [7] baseline ASV system provided by organizers. The proposed Total-Divide-Total structure and score integration methods were described bellow.
2.1. Total-Divide-Total SASV structure
As shown in Figure 1, the ”Total-Divide-Total” SASV structure
consists of a total feature extraction network, dual branches for
ASV and anti-spoofing CM embeddings extraction, and a total
integrated scoring module.
The SASV challenge provided two baselines based on two
subsystems and their EERs on the ASVspoof 2019 LA dataset.
The ASV subsystem performed well on the SV task, achieving
an EER of 0.83% on the evaluation set. Despite the poor performance of 29.32% EER on the anti-spoofing (SPF) task, it still
had some discrimination ability for spoofing speech. This motivated us to try to obtain a countermeasure by training some
layers in the given pre-trained ECAPA-TDNN ASV subsystem.
Through using the features from the pre-trained ASV model,
the same shallow features can be shared with the SV task thus
reducing the number of parameters. The same feature dimension also facilitates the optimization of subsequent embedding
scoring. The concatenated features obtained from the Multilayer Feature Aggregation (MFA) were fed into the subsequent
dual-branch network.
In the dual-branch structure, the SV branch was fixed and
only the anti-spoofing branch was trained because of the excellent performance on the SV task of the pre-trained ASV system.
The attentive statistics pooling and the first linear layer in CM
branch was same as the ASV system. However, a linear layer is
added after the CM embedding concatenated with the speaker
embedding in an attempt to improve the performance of the CM
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where σ denotes the sigmoid function.
In order to derive the probability of the bona-fide speech
belonging to the target speaker, the probability matrix was then
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where δ1 = θ12 + 2θ1 , δ2 = θ22 + 2θ2 , 1 = 1 + θ1 , 2 = 1 + θ2
After obtaining the final probability matrix, the probability
matrix was flattened into vector and the final classification was
performed by a linear layer.
Another integrated scoring strategy is simpler. A matrix with shape of 5 × 192 was obtained by concatenating
the above five vectors: Etest , Een , ECM , W1 , W2 . Then,
the final 192-dimentional embedding was obtained by a twodimensional convolutional layer with a kernel of 5 × 1.
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Figure 1: Network topology of the Total-Divide-Total ECAPATDNN based SASV structure .

branch by utilizing the speaker information.
After yielding the final ASV embeddings and CM embeddings separately, they were not used to scoring individually, but
fed into the integrated scoring module described below.
2.2. Integrated scoring module
Two integrated scoring strategies were used in our integrated
scoring module.
The first strategy is score integration through score matrix.
Suppose that the test speaker embedding and the CM embedding are Etest and ECM respectively, while the enroll speaker
embedding and the weight of the last classifier in CM are Een
and W respectively. The final classification layer of CM is a
2 × 192-dimensional matrix, and the final score can be obtained
by S1 − S0 when scoring, so the difference of the vectors obtained by W = W1 −W0 was used as the scoring vector. Then
the score matrix can be obtained from the following equation:
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Since we argued that there was a correlation between ASV
and spoofing speech detection, the elements on the diagonal of
the score matrix were maintained. According to [22], the score

All experiments presented further were performed on the
ASVspoof 2019 LA dataset [23]. Only the training set was
used to train all systems. The development part was used for
performance validation and weight tuning of the system fusion.
The metrics of the challenge are the classical EERs, including SASV-EER, SV-EER and SPF-EER. The SASV-EER
does not distinguish between different speaker (zero-effort,
non-target, or impostor) access attempts and spoofed access attempts. The SV-EER is traditional estimates of speaker verification performance estimated from a set of target and non-target
trials. While the SPF-EER is similar to SV-EER except that
non-target trials are replaced with spoofed trials.
3.2. Details of systems implementation
The rest of the proposed model was the same as the pretrained ECAPA-TDNN ASV baseline system, except for the
dual-branch architechture and intrgrated scoring module described above. The network leverages some of the latest advances in deep learning to achieve state-of-the-art performance
on the VoxCeleb1-O [24] dataset and has been widely adopted
in the community. The input features of the model were the
80-dimensional Fbank. In our implementation, the same data
augmentation methods were used except the SpecAug.
During the training process, the same AAMSoftmax[25]
was used to optimize the CM. The SASV loss was optimized
using binary cross entropy loss with weights of (0.1, 0.9).
The details of five single systems are as follows, TDT
means Total-Divide-Total:
• TDT-1 and TDT-2: Two implementation of the proposed
system described above. The integrated scoring strategy
was based on the score matrix operation.
• TDT-A: Similar to the above system, but with learnable
weights obtained by simple attention layer multiplied to
the two Embeddings before calculating the score matrix.

Table 1: Results in terms of three different EERs/% for the SASV 2022 development and evaluation subsets.
SV-EER
Dev
Eval

SPF-EER
Dev Eval

SASV-EER
Dev
Eval

Baseline1 (score-sum)
Baseline2 (back-end ensemble model)

32.88
12.87

35.32
11.48

0.06
0.13

0.67
0.78

13.07
4.85

19.31
6.37

TDT-1
TDT-2
TDT-A
TDT-O
TDT-C
Fusion

3.44
3.64
10.65
6.20
13.60
4.25

6.24
6.81
8.44
8.85
6.28
5.62

0.37
0.39
0.73
0.43
1.35
0.20

1.73
2.35
2.59
1.49
7.50
1.21

2.76
2.76
5.05
4.31
6.80
3.07

4.78
5.14
6.17
7.02
7.08
4.30

• TDT-O: Similar to the TDT-1, but with the addition of a
loss function to make the two weight vectors of the last
classification layer of CM as orthogonal as possible.
• TDT-C: Similar to the TDT-1, but the integrated scoring
strategy was the convolution-based scoring module.
The primary system submitted to the challenge is a fusion of
individual systems at the score level. The fusion of subsystem
scores is done with the same weights of 0.2.

4. Results and Discussion
The results for our single and fusion systems were presented in
terms of SASV-EER, SV-EER and SPF-EER in Table 1.
Results obtained on the development and evaluation set of
the SASV 2022 challenge dataset confirmed the efficiency of
the Total-Divide-Total ECAPA-TDNN automic speaker verification and anti-spoofing integrated system for the SASV. The
best single system obtained SASV-EER of 4.78%, almost 25%
reduction compared to baseline2 system. The EER of the fusion
system on the evaluation set is 4.30%, which is a further 10%
reduction compared to the best single system.
Comparing the results of different single systems, it can be
found that adding mechanisms such as attention to TDT systems
can lead to performance degradation instead. Compared with
the integrated scoring strategy based on score matrix operation,
the scoring module based on convolution is worse in all aspects.
It also can be found that the SPF-EER performs better compared to the SV-EER, since only the spoofing speech detection
and SASV were optimized. However, compared to the large gap
between SV-EER and SPF-EER of the baseline systems, the two
metrics of the proposed SASV system were more balanced.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposed the HCCL Total-Divide-Total automic
speaker verification and anti-spoofing integrated systems submitted to the SASV 2022 challenge. Based on the superior performance of the pre-trained ASV system and the finding that the
shallow features from pretrained ASV system can be used for
spoofing speech detection task, it is possible to obtain a SASV
system with more balanced performance by training a few parameters. An integrated scoring module based on matrix operations is also proposed, which naturally yields an integrated
SASV score.
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